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ARSTRACT

Indeftingthe directionthatshipstmcturalIe-
searchshouldbe taking,itisimportantthatwe be
awareofthetypesofshipsthatwillberequiredin
thefuture,andthestructuralchallengesthatthese
shipswillpresent,lestwe concentrateourefforts
on thewrongproblems,The marinevehiclesofthe
futurewillpresentmany stmcturdchallengesby

virtueofrequirementsfornew sesvices,missions
sndtradesheretoforeunencountered.Thispaper
presentsaviewoftheshiptypesthatwillbere-

quired in the year 2000, with the objective being
to determine the requirements for advanced strue
torsl research, md to provide a basis for develop
ins technolo~ beneficial to the marine industry
snd the nation ss a whole.

INTRODUCTION

This paper makes use ofthe science oftechnological
forecasting, which has made dramatic advances over the
pmt decade. Through use of such formal quantitative as-
sessment tools as factor analysis, trend impact analysis,
input/output analysis, cross-support matricies, snd model
split models, one attempting to forecast the future can
significantly improve upon m expert’s “educated~uess”
by bringing to bear on a problem many more relevant
factors than can be qualitatively considered at one time.
It shoold be made clear that in modem technological
forecasting the key element is still expert judgement, but
the effect of this judgement is greatly magnified by anal-

fic~ tec~iques. The retits of this psper are based UR
cm the findings of several recent technological forecasts,
all of which are mentioned in the references.

This paper covers two categories of marine vehicles
commercial ships, and offshore stmctures. The presxmta-
tion may appear to be hissed in favor of innovative ship
lypes. This emphasis is intentional, but not because it is
believed that innovative ships will predominate at the

end of the century. To the contrary, the vsst majority of
marine vehicles in the year 2000 will probably be ve~
similar to those existing today. However, innovative
ships will be required for commercial, military, ecologi-
cal, and resource needs, and even through their numbers
may not be great, we must identify today the technical
barriers that must be overcome to bring them to fmition,
if we arc to be able to satisfy the need when it arises.

CObfhlERCfAL WE’S

Tot d U.S, waterborne commerce, now at the level of
1.5 billion tons per year, will grow to an annual level of
3.5 billion tons in the year 2000(1). This is a tremendous
increme, and its impact upon commercial shipping will
be very significant. Commercial ships have lately been di-
vided into four service categories, distinguished by the
character of goods and the resolting ssrvices they re-
quire. These service categories sre: bulk shipping, nec-
bulk shipping, general shipping, and express shipping.

Btdk Shippfig-This category is characterized by
large cargo lot size and low cargo value. Delivery timing
is generally not critical, and service speeds are low, freight
rates are low,sothateconomiesofscaleareimportant.
Bulkcargovesselstendtobelargeandslow,withahigh
proportionoftheshippingsystemcostinshipacquisi-
tion.Typicslbulk cargoes are cmde oil, iron ore, coal,
grain, and phosphates.

Liquid Bulk–The most common liquid bulk carrier is

the oil tsnker,with over three thousand of these ships,
totalfing 250 million deadweight tons, sailing the oceans
of the world. At present there is a large worldwide over-

~PPhJ Of Oil tankers,with estimateof the swplm rmg-
mg from25 to95 milliondeadweighttons. This situation
has been caused by the severe dislocations in the world
oil markets. During the late 1960’s oil consumption grew
rapidly, and large tankers were being buift at an accel-
erated rate to fulffl the transportation demand. How-
ever, the Arab oil embargo of late 1973 changed the
picture overnight. After rising rapidly for a decade,
worldwide oil consumption actualfy declined in 1974.
The result has been a glut of tanker tonnage.
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Uncertainty in the worldwide 01 markets stifl exists.
Afthough nearly two years have passed since the Arab
boycott, government policies on the development of do-
mestic energy resources, environmental measures, taxa-
tion, and imports are stilf being formulated. Some things,
however, are clear, such as a drop in oif consumption
forced by higher prices. Tetra Tech(z), for example,
predicts a drop in the annuaf rate of growth in oif de-
mand to 3.5% up to 1985, and to 1.3% from 1985 to
2000. This wilf bring the supply and demand of oil
tankers back into balance in 1980(3). After 1980,
though, demand for new tankers should grow, but at
mly half the rate of growth in oil consumption. This is
because the reopened Suez Cad, coupled with increa>

~g plOduction from North Sea and Arctic oil fields, wfl
resuft in chorter transportation routes than those now
experienced.

Innovations in liquid bufk carriers will come in four
areas: lar8er size, arctic operations, cryogenics, snd spe-
Qaf carriers.

First, the size of the average tanker on order has
gown almost eight-fold in twenty-five years, from 16,500
DWT in 1950, to 130,000 DWT in 1975. This upward
trend chould continue, although at a reduced rate, be-
cause the economies of scafe are unmistakable, a
250,000 DWT chip being about 5% more efficient than
a 100,000 DWT ship. One of the primary reasons for the
greater efficiency of lar8er ships is that it takes no more
men to operate a large tip than a small one. Conse-
quently, tanker crew tie per thousand deadweight tons
has been reduced from 3 men in 1950 to less than 0.1 t-
&y(seeFigure 1). Figure 2,whichis aprojectionoftbe
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size oftheaveragetankeron order,showsthis“average”
tankertobeabout230,000DWf in the year 2000(1),
Actuaffy, this “average” wiff be composed of two tanker
sizes which should predominate at the end of the cen-
tury.Thefirstwillbethefeedertankerof60,000to
70,000DWT andadraftunder40 feet.Thisship,which
willbe utifizedon shortvoyages,wilfbe abletotransit

theSuezCanal,havemaximum accesstocoastalre-
fineries and tank farms, and wifl take advantage of the
segregated clean ballast regulations of the lntergovem-
mental Maritime Consultive Organization (IMCO),
which applies to ships over 70,000 DWT. The other pm
dominant tanker size will be in the 350 to 400,000 DWT
range, which will become the world’s workhouse on long
oceanvoyages(4),Consideringmaximum size,UnitedAir-

{
craftResearchLabs UARL) predictstankersof1.6mil-
lion DWT by 2000( 1 , while the Aerospace Corp. pre-
dicts a maximum size of 1.5 million DWTC15). This will
present unique structural challenges in the areas of de-
sign and fabrication.

Exploitation of Arctic and Antarctic oil reserves will
also cause major changes in tanker design. The north
dope of Alaska, for example, is expected to yield five
million barrels of oif per day towards the end of the cen-
tury(z ). Most of this oil will be carried by pipeLine to
Vafdez, where conventional tankers will carry it to West
Coast ports. However, even larger oil reserves are located
further north, beneath Canadian islands not accessible
to pipelines. Large icebreaking tankers will be required
to move this oil to market. The historic voyage of the
S.S. Manhattan paved the way for such developments.
Later tankers, designed from the ground-up as ice-
breakers, and utifizing nuclear propulsion as well as the
latest ice-bre&ktig technology, should make these
northern voyages in routine fashion(5). Also, an even
more chalfengjng,appf icationof today’s technology,
the nuclesu powered submarine tanker, whose operation
is unaffected by ice and weather conditions, could be in
common use within twent y-five years. The concept may

aPpeal radic~, but the technology base exists, the oil
exmts, and the entire operation can be very profitable, as
demonstrated by the 18 to32% return on investment
predicted by Newport News Shipbuilding(6J.

The bufk transportation of cryogenic liquids wiff
present the third challenge to structural designers and
fabricators. Liquefied propane has now been successfully
transported for a decade, and fiquefied natural gas (LNG)
carriers are now rapidly coming on-fine, with sixteen
now under construction, and applications for eleven ad-
ditional ones now pending in MmAd. While 125,0W3
cubic meters is the common size of today’s LNG carrier,
the economies of scale should catch up with these ves-
sels as they have with all others. Ships three times this
size should be commonplace in twenty-five years(]).
Safety is a cruciaf issue with these ships with the largest
problem resting upon the shoulders of the stmctural de-
signeT and fablicatoI. The ploblem will become even
more acute as even colder products, such as fiquid hy-
drogen are transported.

Advances in specialized liquid bulk carriers wilf also
be innovative in nature. The products tanker, tieretofme
a ship small in size and numbers, should grow in size
and in quantity because of the growing trend of oil ex-
porters to also become oil refiners. The chemical tanker
should also increase in quantity due to increasing indus-
trialization of developing nations. Certain commodities
which are now carried in pressure vessels wilf become
candidates for low temperature containment. Vinyl
chloride, for example, can be transported at
atmospheric pressure at -14°C instead of in pressure
vessels at 89 psig. Chforine, now transported in pressure
vessels designed for 300 psi, can be carried at a pressure
of one atmosphere and a cargo temperature of -36”c(7).

Because of the hazardous nature of many specialized
liquid products, stmcturaf advances will be required in
designs for increased ccdfision protection, and in deveIop
ment of corrosion resistant low-temperature containment
materials.

Diy Bulk–The major dry bulk commodities in the
year 2000 wilf be groins, cod, iron ore, bauxite/afumina,
and phosphate rock, in that order, and will total nearly
300 million long tons’1 ) (see Figure 3). The economics
of scale are more prevafent in dry bulk carriers than they
xe in tankers, causing the growth rate of bufk carriers to
be evenmore’spectacular t~an that of tankers. The size
of the average dry bulk carrier on order has grown ten-
fold since 1950. Although dry bulk carriers are limited
by avaifable port facilities, it is expected that significant
advances will be made in this area, such that the average
bulk carrier on order wilf grow to 125,000 DWT in
2000, with a possible high value of 147,000 and a possi-
ble low value of 108,000 DWT (see Figure 4).
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FIGURE4

AVERAGE DRY BULK CARRIER DEADWEIGHT ON ORDER
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Innovations in dry bulk carriers will come principally
in three areas incre~d productivity, unusual ship prc-
pations, and change of form of product. Regarding pro-
ductivity, increased veswl size has resulted in a consider-
able emphasis on cargo loading and unloading. The appli-
cation of shipboard unloading gear to oceangoing dry
bulk carriers bas heretofore been slight since bulk dis-
charge ports have up to now been fitted with shore-
side discharge gear. Shoreside gear, however, has not
kept pace with increases in ship capacity, making for
long pier side dela~ for the large dry bulk ships. Owners
can be expected to alleviate this problem by giving their
ships a self-unloading capability. This trend will be es-
pecially etident on ore carriers, which are deadweight
limited, meaning the volume required by the unloading
gear will result in little loss of carrying capacity. It is
possible that by the year 2000, 5C0,000 DWf ore car-
riers will be fitted with self-unloading gear with 50,000
ton per hour capacities that can discharge the vessels in
ten hours (see Figure 5).

In the area of ship proportions, much work has been
done of late in developing shallow draft technology for
large ships. The large shallow draft bulk carrier offers

YEAR

the economic advantages of large ships without requiring
super-ports or extensive dredging of harbors to accommo-
date them. Increases in deadweight of 5G% or more,
without changing draft, are possible with this technol-
~@ J HoweveI, the mstitkg large length tO dr~t

ratios will result in hull flexures and whipping stresses
not previously encountered, and will require special
consideration.

Another means of realizing great improvements in
productivity with dry bulk commodities is to change
the form of the commodity to a liquid to facilitate
handling. This process was extensively investigated by
Litton in 1973, where such commodities as slurried
coal were found to offer great promise for future ocean
transportation(9). l%e principal advantage of the slurry
process is that for the same cargo handling capacity the
required equipment is considerably less bulky and less
costly than the corresponding dry bulk handling equip
ment, with cost savings of 50% appearing likely. There-
fore, the next twenty-five yearc should see a considerable
increase in the application of marine slurry systems.
The selection of pump and piping materials to handle
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FIGURE5

OCEAN GOING DRY BULK SELF UNLOADING CAPABILITY
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alurried commodities will be a chalfenge to the metal-
lurgist.

Neobulk Shipping-This category consists of cargoes
of low to medium value, that are avaifable in medium lot
sizes. Slow to medium ssrvicc speeds with flexible sche-
duling is generalfy required. Low transportation cost is
important here, and must be attractively below general
cargo finer freight rates to attract this cargo. Examples of
neobulk cargoes are sugar, lumber, fruit, scrap iron, and
automobiles. The expected growth in these cargoes is
shown in Figure 6, which indicates that many of these
cargoes wilf be available in sufficient volume to warrant
theti more efficient transportation in specialized vea-
xls. Shipping cargo in specialized vehicles offers a con-
siderable economic advantage since special preparation
of the cargo is virtually eliminated. These speciahzed
ships will, as a claas, have very large hatches to speed
the cargo handing process, and many will make uss of
heavy lift gear for the same purpose.

For those neobufk cargoes where specialized ships are
not warrsnted, integrated tug-barges shoufd be increas-
ingly used. An integrated tug-barge system couples the
propulsion unit to the carg~carrying unit in such a man-
ner that both the propukion and cargo-cam’ying units
form one integrated hull. The advantage of this concept
is that only the relatively inexpensive carg-cartying

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

YEAR

barge unit need be subjected to carg-handling delays,
while the relatively expensive propulsion tug can cOn-
tinue to be utilized. Inte~ated tug-barge units are being
increasingly utilized, and by 1985 they should be found

FIGURE6

NEO-BULK CARGO TONNAGE
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FIGURE 7

MAXIMUM DEADWEIGHT OF INTEGRATED

TUG-BARGE SYSTEMS FOR FEEDER SERVICES
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insizesof up to lCO,OOODWT (see Figure 7). However,
critical structural design problems exist in the notch
aeaofthe barge units, andthese problems must bere-
solved before thelarge units come onhne.

General Shipptig-General cargo covers the entire
mngeof the conmmdity value spectrum from lowvdue
break-bulk items such as animal feeds to high value
manufactured goods. However, the character of this
shipping category is expected to narrow as some of the
lower-value commodities increase in quantity to the
point that they are classified as neobulk, whife some of
the higher valued commodities become part of the ex-
press cargo market. Nevertheless, what remains is sub-
stantial, and is expected to increase almost fourfold by
the end of the century (see Figure 8). As a shipping serv.
ice, general cargo requires closely maintained schedufes
and medium to high transit speeds. Transportation costs
tend to be high, with freight rates subject to government
or conference regulation. Tfds cargo generally travels in
medium to high speed displacement ships operating out
of ports having rail and highway connections.

The handling of cargo is of the greatest importance in
the general cargo shipping area, since it accounts for 40
to 60% of the total system operating cost, and has there-
fore been the driving force behind the development of
new shipping system designs such as container, LASH,
SEA BEE, Rc-Ro, and trailer systems. ‘She area of great-
est technological improvement in commercial shipping
in recent years has been in the handling of general car-
goes. For example, the handling of general cargoes in
containers rather than in the break bulk mode has been
instrumental in increasing the annuaf production capa-

YEAR

a World War II C-2 and the latest 3,000-unit capacity
containerships.
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Fimre 9 shows the amxoximate time that each xen- FIGURE9
eral c;rgo handfing mod;came into existence, and ‘tie

approxbnatermge ofpmductivity intonspermmhour
oflongshore labor, This measure ofproductivity includes
both the tons per hour handled and the number of long-
shoremen required. It cm be seen that there has been al-
most a hundredfold productivity increase over the past
quarter century, although this figure is slightly mislead-
ing since theproductivities shown forcontainer, trailer,
and barge-sldp operations include only the time re-
quired to lift or drive the units onto m off the ship, not
thetimetostufftheunit.

Focusingon thecontainership,thetremendouspro-
ductivityincreaseachievedby theseshipsduringthe
latesixties and early seventies was due to both an in-
crease in speed and camying capacity. Containerships
have grown in capacities from 100 to 3000 twenty-foot
units, mdin speed from 15 to33 knots. This increase
inshipproduction capability (measuredin ammalton-
miles) can be seen in Fwure 10. This rapid increase is
likely to level off till the late seventies, when the demand
for general cargo transportation on the major North
Atlantic and Pacific routes catches up and surpsses the
present and near-term overtonnage. Containership pro-
duction capabI1ty can then be expected to increase
again, sothata vessel productivity of about 18 bilIion
ton-miles per year by the year 2000 appears retilstic.
This could be achieved, for example, by doubling either
the size or speed of an SL7 type containership, or mmc
likely, some combination of both.

PRODUCTIVITY FOR
GENERAL cARGO HANOLING SySTEMS
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FIGURE 10

ANNUAL PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF GENERAL CARGO VESSELS
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The great increases in speeds of containersbips is a re
cult of this service being a very competitive one. The
shipper, of course, is interested in seeing his goods mow
m rapidly as posxible. Since al container freight rates
are identical for the same route, the fact that a shipper
may be able to have his goods get there a day sooner for
the same price is a sufficient incmtive for him to ship
his goods on the fastest vessel. ‘fIds competition among
containership operators, plus the increasing competition
from ah freight, has driven the speeds of containemhips
to values approaching the present technological limits of
displacement hulk and propellers. For example, the
latest Seahmd SL7’S are capable of speeds up to 33
knots, but require a twin-screw power plant transmitting
60,000 SHP pm shaft, which is close to the limit of t~
day’s technology. The doubling of containerchip power,
which has occurred over the past decade (see Figure 11),
is obviously not going to continue, since these ships ale
now at the point where slight increases in speed cm only
be bought at the price of high increases in required
power. An SL7, for example, would require an increase
in power from 120,000 to 200,000 SSP to increase its
speed from 33 to 37 knots. It can therefore be reason-

ably acsumed that past 1985, speeds above 37 knots will
not be achieved with conventiomd displacement hulk+.

Another factor that strongly affects containemhip
speed is ship displacement. A raduction in displacement
results in lower required power, which is a cigniticant
factor for these chips due to their high fuel costs. A re-
duction in displacement can be obtained through a re-
duction in chip stmctural weight, and the trend in
structural weight divided by displacement has been
downward for containerships over the past few years (see
Figure 12). This downward trend should continue, but
since many containerships have stability problems, at-
tempts at stmctural weight savings will probably be con-
centrated in “high” areas, such as deckhouws, where
light weight, high strengti materials will fmd increasing
use.

In othel general cargo categories, the acceptance of
barge carrying ships will grow, and will tend to capture
the lower value end of the general cargo and neobulk
spectrum. Innovations in this area will come in the de-
velopment of feeder systems for the barges, thereby per-
mitting the large, capital intensive barge carrying ships to

FIGURE 11

FREQUENT MAXIMUM CONTAINER VESSEL iNSTALLED HORSEPOWER
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FIGURE 12

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT/DISPLACEMENT VS. YEARS FOR CONTAINER SHIPS
OF 12,000–30,000 DISPLACEMENT
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operate economicaoy between a limited number of “ex-
press” ports. The usc of bresk bulk ships for general car-
go can be ex~cted to continue to decline, as the barge
ships and containerskips take the greater portion of this
cargo. The cargo that will remain for the break bulkers
wi21tend to be the awkward sized, heavy weight items,
~quiring heavy lift gear, that cannot be accommodated
in other ships.

Express Shipping-This category is fairly new but
rapidly growin It is expected to increaw tenfold by

8the year 2000 j. It consists of very high value (high
inventory cost) cargo available in smd2 lot sizes. This car-
go requires custom origin to destination service at high
speeds, and on frequent intervals. Examples of express
cargo sre electronic gear, scientific instruments, medi-
cines, computers, snd watches. The ~eater the value of
a commodity, the greater is its time value, and the great.
er is the incentive to reduce the time in inventory and
shipping.

Express ocean shipping services come close to tom.
Feting directly with air freight for cargo. Over the past
decade, the batfle has been a losing one for the msritime
industry, as airborne foreigh commerce has increased
rbamaticdly. Figure 13 indicates that bawd upon recent
trends, air freight shou2d carry 50% of the value of all
foreigm commerce in the yen 2000, unless a revOlutiOn-

WYchangeoccursinthetype of service offered by our
merchant marine. At present, a large performance gap
exists between ocean shipping services and air freight.
The fastest merchant ship today is capable of 33 knots,
while a jet cargo plane travels over 5CSIknots. It is this
gap which an ocean express system must fill. The poten-
tial to ffl this gap exists in high speed displacement ships
on the lower end, and in the large surface effect ship,

the technologyof which is being developed by the U.S.
Navy, on the upper end.

United Aircrafttl J performed an economic study of
the various competitors for the express cargo market.
Their analysis included

Displacement Ships: a presentday general cargo ship
(labeled a “historic ship”), and a projected 1990’s con-
tainer-sfdp.

Su@ace Effect Ships; a 1,000 ton payload and a 3,000
ton payload SES, using 1990’s technology and traveling
at 100 knots (characteristics provided by EM Aerosyw .
terns).

Akcraft: a Boeing 707F, A Boeing 747F, and an ad-
vanced cargo aircraft using 1990’s technology (charae
teristics supplied by McDonnel Douglas).

Q-9 L____
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FIGURE 13

TRANSOCEANIC AIR FREIGHT lIWPORT/EXPORT MARKET PENETRATION
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FIGURE 14
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These alternatives were compared on the basis of tc-
tal transportation cost (doLlars per ton) versus the value

ECONOMICS OF ALTERNATIVE
CARGO TRANSPORT MODES

of time (dollars per ton-hour) for goods in transit. This
latter parameter recognizes the fact that for high wdued N. Y.–TO–LONDON ROUTE
cargo,transit tirrrehasacertairr ``inventory cost.'' For (3000 NM GREAT CIRCLE DIST.) ‘
mY8iven vdueOftime, the trarrsportationmode with ~ 1000
the lowest total cost is the most desirable. The resrdts of

thestudy are brterestirrg. Figure 14showsthecompara- E
=

tive results for a long transoceanic route (New York to
London). It indicates that at the end of the century ex-

2?
0

press cago with a low time value should continue to be
+
w

shipped on containerships, while high time-value cargo 2
0

shoufd travel on cargo aircraft. However, for shorter J
a @

mutes (New York to f?uerto R]co), Figrue 15 indicates I 800 -
.?

that a large market should exist for an advanced 3,000- =
ton payload surface effect ship, even when compared to

0

advanced containersfdps and advanced cargo aircraft. z
0

This result is important because the U.S.conducts a 7 400 -
considerablearrrorrntof domesticwaterbornecornnrerce. :

By the yea 2000, the total domestic waterborne com-
;“

merceshould build up to about 1.3 billion trms(l). lfa z“
significant percentage of this market is in high valued b

goods, an express cargo system bared on surface effect g

ships or small, fast displacement-hull ships would be-
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2
VALUE OF TIME

come a competitive transportation system. &
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FIGURE 15

ECONOMICS OF ALTERNATIVE
CARGO TRANSPORT MODES
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OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Human civilization has always been linked with the
cceans. Theoceans were tbepathways which ledeady
explorers to new lands and new resources. Today the
oceans link the world’s commerce, temper our climate,
a.nd provide food, saft, and energy. Tomormw the oceans
are destined foraddltional roles as a direct source of
water by desalination, as a support and pathway for
power plants, as a means of increasing our available land,
and as atolermt acceptor of the waste heat burdens of
our industrial world.

Energy Production-Since the first offshore oif well
was drilled in 1947, the offahom oilindust~ has grown
at an explosive rate. Last year, 2120 ffahore rigs were in
operation, and offshore sources produced 20%of the
world’s total oil output. By the late 1980’a offshore
wells will account for up to 5D%ofthe world’sprodu-
tion( 101.A production jump of this magnitude would
require construction of more tban500 additional mobil
rigs, as wefl as a huge increase in freed platforms. The
growth in drill rigs and production platforms will cause
an even greater demand for offshore support vessels, In
the North Sea, for exam le, theaverage support ffeet

frequired per rig is 2.5(11 .Thesesupport vessels cover
awide range of requirements, fmmtugstopip+ laying
ships, and from personnel boats to tire boats and fifting
barges. Designing and producing these support craft wiff
be both an opportunity and a chaffenge for the maritime
indust~.

Regarding rigs and platforms, minor extensions of

present technology should make all of the wodd’s ccmti.
nentd shelves and continental slopes (tbose areas be.
tween thccontinental shelvea mdtheoceandeeps)
available forexploitation. Jack-up rigs, forexample, m
ideaf for driling in waters up to 300 feet deep, and are
being improved. The future should see jack-ups amble
of 500 feet md more. Aswater depths increase semi.
submersible rigs anddrillings hipsarer equiredforex-
ploratory work. Semisubmersible now routinely hamife
water depths up to 1,000 feet, but depths asgmat as
3,OOOfeet are felt to be not beyond present tecfmol-

Ogy(lO). Beyond thermge of the semiaubmersible, the
Wf ship is required, The Royaf Dutch/Shefl ~oup has
dreadysuccessfulfy used anunanchored drill sMp, using
computer controlled dynamic stationing, to reach depths
of 1,400 feet, witA the limiton depth capability now be-
coming riser design rather than ship performance. Risers
cm now handfe water depths up to around 2,000 feet.
With flotation devices, the current basic designs could
likely be extended to around 3,000 feet(lO). Beyond
3,000 feet, a new concept maybe required to provide
the connection between the sea floor and the rig bottom.

Looking beyond the continental slopes, to the very
depths of the oceans, the concept of undersea produ-
tion holds great promise. The current problem is that
while today’s technology can be extended to the point
where well driffing inseverdthousmd feet of water is
feasible, the job of placing platforms to retrieve the oil
isa formidable task, particularly inhostieoffshore
areas, Lockheed and Shell are jointly working on a proj-
ect that will see a habitable production station, con.
taining pumps and compressor equipment, working on
the ocean floor. Crew men would travel down to the
production station in a transfer belf winched down from
the surface(12) With adightextensiono fimagination,
one can envision ocean floor drilf rigs and production
stations working beneath the .4rctic ice fields, trans-
ferring their production to a fleet of waiting nuclear
powered submarine tankers. If oil supply is to keep up
with pmjecteddemmd, wriouspkuming must begin now
to exploit the oil in these formidable regions.

Mfig-Less than 2% of the worlds mineral produo
tioncomesfmm marine sources. ‘fbia,however,wil lin-
crease rapidly as land-baaed mineral sources are ex-
hausted. First to be mined commercially will be nmnga-
nese nodules, wbich lie, grapefruit size, on the ocean
floors through the world. These nodufes contain useful
quantities of manganese, iron, nickle, copper, and co-
bait. Before theoperation can beperformed prcdltably, ‘
however, considerable problems in mining, processing
andtransportation must resolved. Once these probIems
are solved, attention will shift toother mineraklmown
to exist in large quantities under the sea. The entire
operation wiU require engineer and scientist to work tc-
gether to solve some extremely challenging problems,

Power Pmduction–Severaf schemes have been p~~
posed to produce power from the energy in the seas.
T1dzdenergy, for example, has been used to commer-
Ciallyproduce power in northern Fmucef ormany years.



Currently, the mostpromising means of producing
power from the sea itself appeam to be in the area of
ocean thermal energy conversion. By utilizing the dif-
ferential in temperature between the ocean surface and
ocean depths to drive a refrigeration-type Rankine cycle
utilizing ammonia as the working fluid, it is technically
fesaible to generate enormous quantities of power at a
relatively low cost (4 to 6 mills per kwh according to the
Applied Physics Lab(13)). It has been estima~ed that a
power generating capability equivalent to at least 10
times the whole world’s energy needs in the year 2000
exists in the tropical seas between 10“N and 10OS lati-
tudes. Thus, use of just a very smalf percentage of this
potential could rmwe a substantial contribution to the
world’s ener~ problems. While it may be infeasible to
directly transfer power from equatorial ocean thermal
plants to densely populated areas, such plants could be
utilized as floating factories producing energy intensive
products. For example, an ocean thermal plant could
provide ammonia (used in fertilizers) from sea water
and air, or could be used to produce aluminum from
bauxite, thereby freeing large amounts of energy ford+
mestic uses. An artist’s concept for such a plant is shown
in Figure 16. This entire areas has so much promise for
solving some of our national problems, that it should be
pursued on a crash-basis.

FIGURE 16

CONCEPT OF TROPICAL
OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY PLANT
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City Services-With more than half the U.S. popula-
tion living in counties bordering the sea or the Great
Lakes, the oceans also offer a potential for removing
sources of social annoyance from inhabited land maws
These include nuclear power plants, airports, sewage
treatment plants, and incinerators. Offshore floating ser-
vice platforms to house these facilities can at once be
close to their users, yet conveniently removed so as not
to cause a nusiance. The first floating service platforms

IMY be buift in waters from 40 to 70 feet deep, so that
conventional breakwaters could be used to provide pre
tection from storms or ship collisions. Later desigm may
be in deeper water where breaking waves would not be
encountered 14). In this situation, the possibilityy arises
of using no breakwater at alf, but of building instead a
containment hull designed as its own bulwark against
the sea. The cost saved from the breakwater could be
used to make the service platform larger, stronger, and
equally wave resistant. Ship collision protection for such
deep water platforms could then be obtained from a bar-
rier consisting of a ring of floating buoys carrying heavy
cables connected to drag anchors at the sea bed. Once
the technology is developed to produce these service
platforms, economic forces will tend to combine the
power station, maritime temdnaf, sewage treatment
plant, etc., to produce a huge floating complex several
square miles in size, These industrial parks in the sea
could once again make our coastaf cities desirable places
to live.

CONCLUSION

The intentionof thispaperisnot to accuratelyfOre-

castthefuture,but topointout severaldirectionsin

which our technologyand our nation’s needs appear to
be taking us. Some immense technical problems must
be overcome before we enter the marine era of the
Twenty-First Century. In the stmctural area, great ad-
vances will be required in many areas, including a better
understanding of ship vibrations, hull flexure, dynamic
structural response, stress corrosion, and fatigue, as
welf as development of high-strength, light-weight mate-
rials, development of corrosion resistant law-temperature
materials, and development of improved methods of
material fabrication. It is hoped that those who are form
ulating tomorrow’s resewch programs will do so with a
view toward what technologies will be required in the
future, rather than what was needed in the past.

.
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